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and a system of three-phase armature winding the main task 
of which is formation of rotating magnetic field. Uniform dis-
tribution of rotating magnetic field and installed power of the 
EM armature, starting current and maximum torque depend 
on the ratio of active and inductive resistances (dissipative 
and mutual inductances) of phase windings [1]. Well-known 
engineering procedures take into account design features of 
phase windings and active part of the EM stator just approxi-
mately and do not enable determination of its parameters with 
high accuracy. Therefore, error in design calculations of the 
winding data and active part of the EM stator is at least 15 %.

In this regard, many issues related to the processes of 
electromagnetic and electromechanical conversion of energy 
including features of determining inductive parameters of 

1. Introduction

Further improvement of designs and development of the 
theory of electrical machines (EM) are directly related to 
the search for new technical solutions and technologies. This 
would ensure creation of devices with improved technical 
characteristics and high indicators of power efficiency of 
regulated electric drives, autonomous power supply systems 
for a series of consumers in industry, power engineering, 
agriculture and special-purpose devices.

The most common types of electric machines are asyn-
chronous and synchronous [1, 2], synchronous with perma-
nent magnets [3, 4], and synchronous with combined stator 
windings [5]. They have a fundamentally similar core design 
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Проведені теоретичні дослідження електромаг-
нітних процесів в активній частині якоря електрич-
ної машини в динамічному режимі короткого зами-
кання за допомогою трьохмірної моделі магнітного 
поля, представленої у вигляді сполучення електрич-
них кіл фазових обмоток і геометричних 3D облас-
тей. Запропоновано підхід щодо визначення власних 
та взаємних індуктивностей між фазними обмотка-
ми якоря електричних машин, основаного на деком-
позиції електромагнітних процесів, шляхом комбі-
націй вмикання фазних обмоток якоря до мережі. 
Визначені закономірності електромагнітних про-
цесів від власних і взаємних впливів фазних струмів 
якоря, які викликають появу ефектів само- й взаєм-
ної індукції з та без врахування магнітних власти-
востей матеріалів. Розглянуті явища самоіндукції у 
фазах обмотки якоря, створення складових індуко-
ваних струмів у фазі від дії фазних струмів сусідніх 
фаз, а також їхніх підмагнічуючих і розмагнічую-
чих властивостей. Вплив цих процесів призводить 
до несиметрії систем взаємних індуктивностей між 
фазами обмотки, однак при цьому не порушується 
симетрія повних індуктивностей фазних обмоток 
якоря. Для більш точного визначення індуктивних 
параметрів обмотки якоря електричної машини за 
класичною методикою запропоновані відповідні кое-
фіцієнти корекції. Це дозволить мінімізувати стру-
мові похибки і забезпечити адекватність загально-
відомих трьох- і двофазних моделей електричних 
машин, заснованих на системах диференціальних 
рівнянь першого порядку. Достовірність і точність 
отриманих даних 3D моделювання магнітних полів 
підтверджується результатами фізичних випробу-
вань. При врахуванні магнітних властивостей елек-
трофізичних матеріалів активної частини якоря 
електричної машини відносна струмова похибка не 
перевищує 2,68÷2,91 %, без урахування магнітних 
властивостей – 103,09÷106,32 %

Ключові слова: електрична машина, електро-
магнітне поле, індуктивні параметри, трьохмірна 
польова модель
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aptation of three-dimensional field modeling to the problems of 
optimal design and calculation of EM parameters.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The study objective consists in development of an effec-
tive approach to determining self- and mutual inductances of 
phase armature windings by the method of circuit-field mod-
eling taking into account magnetic and electrophysical prop-
erties and design features of multicomponent EM elements.

To achieve this objective, the following tasks were set:
– elaborate mathematical description of a circuit-field 

3D model of electromagnetic field reflecting features of elec-
tromagnetic energy conversion taking into account magnet-
ic properties of materials for active part of the EM armature 
with multicomponent design elements;

– establish laws of dependence of electromagnetic pro-
cesses on self- and mutual influences of phase currents of the 
armature causing appearance of effects of self- and mutual 
induction in presence and absence of magnetic properties of 
materials of the active part of the EM armature;

– determine self- and mutual inductances of dissipation 
from phase windings in presence and absence of magnetic 
properties of materials of active part of the EM armature and 
correction coefficients for inductive parameters of the EM 
armature phase windings calculated by a classical engineer-
ing procedure in order to minimize current errors.

4. Development and mathematical description of a 
circuit-field 3D model of electromagnetic processes in the 

electric machine armature

A 3D calculation range of field modeling of electromag-
netic processes occurring in the active part of the tested 
synchronous machine (SM) armature includes the following 
subranges: armature core 1; three-phase armature winding 2; 
insulation system 3 in the groove zone of the armature core. 
A coil group of the armature winding consists of frontal 
and groove parts which are geometrically connected and 
form an solid coil group. Coil groups are geometrically 
symmetrical. Each coil group of the winding has input 4 
and output 5 (Fig. 1).

Fig.	1.	Geometric	model	of	the	active	part	of	armature	of	the	
tested	synchronous	machine:	armature	core	1;	three-phase	
armature	winding	2;	insulation	system	3	in	the	groove	zone	

of	the	armature	core;	inputs	4	and	outputs	5	of	coil	groups	of	
the	armature	winding

In mathematical description of electromagnetic process-
es, assumptions of isotropy of electrophysical and electro-

EM armature have not been studied sufficiently [6]. This 
would make it possible to take more accurately into account 
magnetic coupling with various electrotechnical complexes 
and power systems and their mutual influence on features of 
their work. This determines relevance of high-precision and 
highly efficient methods for calculating inductive parame-
ters of phase windings of EM armature at the stages of their 
design and modernization.

2. Literature review and problem statement

It is known that classical methods applied in calculation 
of parameters [1] and characteristics [2] of EMs and analysis 
of their operation in various modes are based on a series of 
assumptions [6]. They lead to an essential calculation er-
ror and cannot be used for optimization [7] and design [8]  
of modern energy-efficient electric drive systems. Along 
with classical methods, methods for calculating parame-
ters and characteristics of transformers [9], EM [10] and 
converters [11] are the most popular today in engineering 
practice as well as among researchers. They are based on 
the theory of electric and magnetic circuits. Depending on 
operating modes of electrotechnical and electromechanical 
systems, these calculation methods are grounded on com-
monly known exchange circuits and are built on a series of 
assumptions and simplifications. Moreover, authors do not 
take into account influence of surface effects [12], multicom-
ponent spatial structure [13], nonlinear electrophysical [14] 
and magnetic [15] properties of active materials and winding 
circuits [16]. All these assumptions cause a decrease in accu-
racy of determining active and inductive parameters of phase 
windings of the EM armature.

A more complete account of influence of design features of 
active part of the EM armature on parameters of their phase 
windings as well as nonlinear properties of structural materials 
was made by authors of [17] using field modeling and paramet-
ric analysis [18]. However, in multicomponent sections of the 
active part with nonlinear electrophysical properties, computer 
implementation of a model based on finite element methods is 
complicated by large time consumption and requirements to 
computing resources [19]. A three-dimensional model of elec-
tromagnetic processes was proposed in [20] for determining 
electrical parameters. However, its use is limited and possible 
only for the systems with materials having linear magnetic 
properties. For effective numerical implementation of field 
models for EM [21] and transformers [22], it was proposed to 
use differentiation of sizes of finite elements and approxima-
tions by first-order Lagrange polynomials. Application of this 
approach would significantly reduce computation and time 
resources when modeling in a PC. Some authors try to simplify 
geometric model [23], refine nonlinearity of electrophysical 
and magnetic [24] properties by empirical dependences or use 
two-dimensional models [25]. These assumptions and sim-
plifications reduce accuracy of modeling results. To obtain 
high-precision calculation results, the model of electromagnetic 
field of armature and the EM in general must reflect in detail 
multicomponent structure of the active part and take into ac-
count nonlinearity of electrophysical and magnetic properties 
of active materials. Effectiveness of numerical implementation 
of the three-dimensional EM model must correspond to re-
quirements of the problems of design parameter optimization. 
This necessitates development of special approaches that will 
improve accuracy and efficiency of calculations and ensure ad-
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magnetic properties of materials, absence of bias currents 
and free charges are made [26]. In this case, non-stationary 
electromagnetic processes in the SM in a short-circuit mode 
can be described by a conjugated system of nonlinear partial 
differential equations [27]:

( )
( )( )

( )
( )( )
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where A is vector magnetic potential; V is electric potential; 
σ(Q) is electrical conductivity; B is magnetic field induction; 
μ is relative magnetic permeability; er is relative dielectric 
constant; Q is temperature; ω is angular frequency; Je is 
density of external current source; j indices correspond to 
subranges of geometric calculation range (Fig. 1).

In accordance with [28], the equation system (1) is sup-
plemented with the Coulomb calibration condition div(A)=0.

The conditions of conjugation for magnetic and electric 
fields can be formulated as in [30]:
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where H is the magnetic field strength; E is the electric field 
strength.

Boundary conditions are set at external boundaries of 
the computation range [30]:
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Temperature conditions of the SM are considered sta-
tionary and estimated in accordance with [31].

Design of a two-layer winding of the SM armature contains 
four coil groups with three coils in each coil group per phase. 
The first and third, second and fourth coil groups are intercon-
nected in series. The second and fourth coil groups are connect-
ed in parallel to the first and third coil groups. Outputs of coil 
groups of all phases are Y-system connected (Fig. 2).

Initial conditions correspond to the first law of switching:
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Fig.	2.	Electric	circuit	of	model	implementation	of	power	
supply	of	coil	groups	of	the	synchronous	machine	armature	

phase	windings

Geometric model of the armature winding coil in the 
tested SM (Fig. 2) is implemented as a single turn con-
sisting of one effective conductor. To take into account the 
number of turns, coil zones of the SM armature winding are 
described by the equation from [30]:

,cir
e coil

n I
J e

A
⋅

=   (5)

where n is the number of turns in the winding; Icir is a phase 
current; A is the cross section of an effective conductor; ecoil 
is the vector variable representing local density of effective 
conductors in a coil, length and cross section.

According to [32, 33], electrophysical processes in di-
electric materials can be considered similar to the processes 
of electrical conductivity in materials with a relatively small 
value of electrical conductivity.

For j-elements of the active part of the SM armature, 
magnetic field energy, its average values for each j-th zone, 
active losses of the armature windings and current density 
are calculated [22]:
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 (6)

In addition, phase currents in the armature winding are 
calculated according to (5).

Computer implementation of the 3D field model (1)–(5) 
is performed in the structure of COMSOL Multiphysics 
software tools [28, 29]. Calculation subranges of the 3D 
model are divided into three-dimensional finite elements 
and have a tetrahedral shape. The tetrahedra faces are ap-
proximated by the first-order Lagrange polynomials which, 
according to [21], is sufficient to ensure high accuracy of 
calculations.

To improve efficiency of numerical implementation of the 
model, dimensions of finite 3D elements are differentiated. 
For the subregion of the anchor core made of cold rolled 
isotropic electrical steel with a pronounced nonlinearity of 
magnetic properties, dimensions of finite elements decrease 
and increase as they approach the outer boundary of the 
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calculation subrange. This makes it possible to implement 
numerically the model with high accuracy at smaller compu-
tational and time resources [21, 22].

5. Studying the electromagnetic processes occurring in 
the active part of the synchronous machine armature

5. 1. Results obtained in the study of magnetic field in 
the active part of the armature of a synchronous machine

Field 3D modeling of the electromagnetic field in the 
time-dependent statement of the problem in subregions of 
the active armature part was carried out on a sample of ex-
perimental SM. The experimental SM was built on the basis 
of a 2.6 kW MTF-111 induction motor with a non-factory 
four-pole two-layer armature winding. Design and diagram 
of connection of coil groups and phase windings of the arma-
ture fully complied with Fig. 1, 2. Inputs of the first and sec-
ond coil groups of the three-phase winding were connected 
to an AC voltage source of 50 Hz industrial frequency. Angle 
of interphase shift was 120 el. grades. Phase voltage was cor-
responding to short-circuit voltage of 0.5 Unom.

Results of 3D modeling are presented by distribution of 
the z-component of magnetic potential vector Az along entire 
active part of the armature (Fig. 3, a) and as XY-planes in the 
zones of S (plane 1) and j (plane 2) of the armature core length 
and in the zone of its face part (plane 3) (Fig. 3, b).

According to the data obtained from 3D field modeling, 
it was found that when testing the active part of the SM 
armature in a short-circuit (SC) mode, magnetic field is 
localized in the system of its phase windings. Surfaces of 
magnetic field localization close around bores of the armature 
core grooves and extend along entire zone of the grooves. 
Concentration of magnetic field decreases in the region of the 
face part of the core and beyond it, in the region of frontal 
parts of the winding. Moreover, values of Azj and magnetic 
field energy Wj were no more than 12 % of their values in the 
central region of the active armature part (Fig. 3, a). Mag-
netic field had a plane-parallel character (projections 1, 2, 
Fig. 3, b) in the central zone of the active core part measuring 

up to 75–80 % of its length. Prevailing effects of self-in-
duction and mutual surface induction and a series of other 
end effects were observed closer to the core face zones and 
in the region of frontal parts of the armature winding [2]. 
They were caused by peculiarities of distribution of scattering 
fields depending on the change in spatial orientation of frontal 
parts of the SM armature phase windings.

In order to study the effect of self-induction and 
mutual induction on electromagnetic parameters of the 
armature phase windings, cases of individual turn-on of 
each A, B, C phase and a group turn-on of A-B, B-C and 
C-A phases of the armature winding were considered. This 
approach has made it possible to apply the principle of su-
perposition to the electromagnetic fields according to the 
Bio-Savart law [34] for the calculation range of the active 
part of the SM armature.

5. 2. Establishing the laws of electromagnetic pro-
cesses caused by self- and mutual influences of phase 
currents in the synchronous machine armature

According to the data of numerical modeling, oscillo-
grams of phase currents were obtained for corresponding 
cases of alternating turn-ons of phase windings of the SM 
armature (Fig. 4). When A-B phase windings are turned 
on, self-induction EMF is induced in the A phase with its 
vector aligned in concert with the phase voltage vector. In 
this case, a resulting vector of the A phase current ( )AB

AI


 is 
formed by summation 
of the current vector 
at the phase A turned 
on ( )A

AI


 and the vec-
tor of the current in-
duced in A phase as a 
result of action of the 
B phase current ( ).B

AI


The induced cur-
rent B

AI


 is purely reac-
tive and is of inductive 
nature. It is confirmed 
by presence of a lag-
ging angle of the phase 
of AB

AI


 vector relative 
to the phase of A

AI


 vec-
tor (Fig. 4, a). When 
A-C phase windings 
are turned on, self-in-
duction EMF is gen-
erated in the A phase 
with its vector di-
rected opposite to the 

phase voltage vector. In this case, a resulting vector of 
the A phase current ( )AC

AI


 is formed due to the differ-
ence between the current vector with the A phase turned 
on ( )A

AI


 and the vector of the current induced in the  
A phase as a result of action of the phase C current ( ).C

AI


 
The induced current C

AI


 is purely reactive and is of ca-
pacitive nature. This is confirmed by presence of the 
leading angle of the AC

AI


 vector phase relative to the A
AI


 
vector phase (Fig. 4, a). When all phase windings are 
turned on, resulting current ,ABC

AI


 vector is formed which 
can also be determined from the following expression:

.ABC AB AC A
A A A AI I I I= + −
   

 (7)

 

1 
2 3 ZA , Wb/m 

ZA , Wb/m 

 
     

Fig.	3.	Magnetic	field	in	active	part	of	the	SM	armature:	а	–	Z-component	of	magnetic	potential	
vector	along	entire	active	part;	b	–	projection	of	magnetic	potential	vector	onto	XY	axis	of	the	

active	armature	part	

а b
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Expression (7) is also valid for determination of the re-
sulting vectors of ABC

BI


 and ABC
CI


 current of other phases. 
Relative errors in calculation of resulting vectors of ,ABC

AI


  
ABC

BI


 and ABC
CI


 phase currents obtained by numerical model-
ing and use of (7) with taking into account magnetic properties 
of the armature core ( )( )B Hµ =  were 

( )
0.851�%,ABC

A B H
I

µ=
δ =

( )
0.872�%,ABC

B B H
I

µ=
δ =  

( )
0.839�%,ABC

C B H
I

µ=
δ =  respectively. If

magnetic properties of the armature core are neglected ( )1 ,µ =  
the figures are 

( )1
2.65�%,ABC

AI
µ=

δ =  
( )1

2.662�%,ABC
BI

µ=
δ =  

( )1
2.541�%,ABC

CI
µ=

δ =  respectively. According to expression (7), 

it is also possible to determine with sufficient accuracy any 
component of the phase current vectors. This will reduce the 
volume of tasks during modeling and total calculation time 
when determining parameters of the SM armature active part.

Fig. 5 shows components of induced phase currents 
,B

AI


 C
AI


 for each phase of the winding with and without 
taking into account magnetic properties of the SM arma-
ture core. For the case when magnetic properties of the 
active armature part are not taken into account ( )1 ,µ =  
demagnetizing effect of the C phase current promotes 
appearance of an induced component of C

AI


 current with 
a 1.15 times higher amplitude compared to the induced 
component of the ,B

AI


 current resulting from magnetizing 
action of the neighboring B phase current. In this case, 
phase angle of C

AI


 vector is leading. The angle of phase 
shift between C

AI


 and ,B
AI


 vectors is 240C B
A Aφ − φ =  el. deg. 

In presence of magnetic properties of the SM armature 
active part (at ( )B Hµ = ), amplitudes of vectors C

AI


 and 
B
AI


 were 2 times higher. In this case, the phase shift angle 
between C

AI


 and B
AI


 vectors increased by 1.2 times and 
amounted to 288C B

A Aφ − φ =  el. deg. For B and C phases, 
there was similar manifestation of effects of mutual in-
duction.

а b

t, s t, s

,
о

, p.u., p.u.

in suppling on А phase;
in suppling on А and В phases;
in suppling on А and С phases;
in suppling on А, В, С phases;

in suppling on В phase;
in suppling on В and А phases;
in suppling on В and С phases;
in suppling on А, В, С phases;

t, s
in suppling on С phase;
in suppling on С and А phases;
in suppling on С and В phases;
in suppling on А, В, С phases;

а b

t, s t, s

,
о

, p.u., p.u.

in suppling on А phase;
in suppling on А and В phases;
in suppling on А and С phases;
in suppling on А, В, С phases;

in suppling on В phase;
in suppling on В and А phases;
in suppling on В and С phases;
in suppling on А, В, С phases;

t, s
in suppling on С phase;
in suppling on С and А phases;
in suppling on С and В phases;
in suppling on А, В, С phases;

а b

с

Fig.	4.	Phase	currents	in	various	options	of	suppling	on	the	phase	windings	of	the	SM	armature:	a	–	A	phase;	b	–	B	phase;		
c	–	C	phase

а b
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,
о

, p.u., p.u.

in suppling on А phase;
in suppling on А and В phases;
in suppling on А and С phases;
in suppling on А, В, С phases;

in suppling on В phase;
in suppling on В and А phases;
in suppling on В and С phases;
in suppling on А, В, С phases;

t, s
in suppling on С phase;
in suppling on С and А phases;
in suppling on С and В phases;
in suppling on А, В, С phases;
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Thus, the induced components of B
AI


 and A
BI


 currents in 
the A and B phases formed by magnetizing current of the B 
phase and demagnetizing current of the A phase, respective-
ly, form a mutual inductance between the A and B phases. In 
the case when μ=1, values of mutual inductances will be the 
same due to equality of amplitudes of component currents 

B
AI


 and .A
BI


 In the case when ( ),B Hµ =  mutual inductanc-
es between these phases will be different because of absence 
of equality between amplitudes of the component currents 

B
AI


 and .A
BI


5. 3. Determining self- and mutual inductances of ar-
mature phase windings of a synchronous machine 

In accordance with [22, 23] and based on the data ob-
tained in calculating the values of magnetic field energy (6), 
self-dissipation inductances and mutual inductances be-
tween phases of the SM armature were determined:

,
, 2

,

2
,k m

k m
k m

W
L

I

⋅
=

 
 (8)

where k, m are corresponding indices of alternation of turn-
ing on phases of the ASM armature winding.

Total inductance of the armature winding phase can be 
determined from the following expression [2]:

,

,

,

A AA AB AC

B BB BA BC

C CC CA CB

L L M M

L L M M

L L M M

= + +
 = + +
 = + +  

 (9)

where L, M are dissipation inductances and mutual induc-
tances between the A, B and C phases.

Proceeding from the data of numerical modeling and in 
accordance with (8), eigenvalues of dissipation inductances 
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Fig.	5.	Induced	current	components	in	phases	of	the	armature	winding:	a	–	A	phase;	b	–	B	phase;		
c	–	C	phase	
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and mutual inductances between the winding phases are 
given in Table 1. They were found with and without tak-
ing into account magnetic properties of the SM armature 
core. According to the EM theory [1, 2], mutual inductanc-
es of the armature phase windings were МAB=МВА=МАС= 
=МСА=МВС=МСВ=1/2·LAA(LAA=LBB=LСС) which is con-
firmed by calculations according to (8) with μ=1 based on the 
modeling data with an error of ( )1

0,4�%.M
µ=

δ ≤
When magnetic properties of the active part of the SM 

armature were taken into account, only equality of self- dissi-
pation inductances of the phase windings was preserved with 
values 3.5 higher than self- values at 1.µ =  In presence of 
magnetizing and demagnetizing effects from currents of neigh-
boring phases, symmetry of the mutual inductance system 

;AB BAM M≠  ;AC CAM M≠  .BC CBM M≠  was violated. Despite 
this, symmetry of total inductances of the armature winding 
phases (9) was preserved, and according to the data in Table 1, 
it is 34.027·10 �H;AL −=  34,041·10 �H;BL −=  33,985·10 �H.CL −=  
Discrepancy error in terms of symmetry of total inductances of 
the armature winding phases was ( )( ) 0.224 0.817�%.

B H
L

µ=
÷δ =

Table	1

Calculated	values	of	dissipation	inductance	and	mutual	
inductance	between	phases	of	the	SM	armature	winding	

according	to	numerical	modeling

Self- dissipa-
tion induc-

tances of phase 
windings

With no taking 
into account 

magnetic prop-
erties (μ=1)

With taking 
into account 

magnetic prop-
erties (μ=В(Н))

Correction 
coefficients, 

kL, rel.un.

Self- dissipation inductances of phase windings, H

LAA 0.914∙10-3 3.256∙10-3 3.562

LBB 0.915∙10-3 3.244∙10-3 3.545

LСС 0.918∙10-3 3.264∙10-3 3.555

Mutual inductances between phase windings, H 

МAB 0.479∙10-3 0.485∙10-3 1.02

МАС 0.423∙10-3 0.286∙10-3 0.67

МВА 0.466∙10-3 0.241∙10-3 0.52

МВС 0.428∙10-3 0.556∙10-3 1.3

МСА 0.416∙10-3 0.459∙10-3 1.1

МСВ 0.436∙10-3 0.262∙10-3 0.6

6. Discussion of the results obtained in modeling 
electromagnetic processes in the active armature part of 

the tested electric machine

Procedures of calculating inductive parameters of the 
SM armature winding based on classical EM theory are 
valid if magnetic properties ( )1µ =  of materials of the active 
part of the SM armature are not taken into account. This was 
confirmed by verification of inductive parameters according 
to the field modeling data (Table 2). Based on the results of 
field modeling, description of the phenomena of self- induc-
tion in phases of armature winding and formation of com-
ponents of induced currents in a phase from action of phase 
currents in neighboring phases were obtained and their 
magnetizing and demagnetizing properties were considered. 
These processes cause asymmetry of mutual inductance sys-
tems between winding phases but do not violate symmetry 
of total inductances of the armature winding phases. Elec-
tromagnetic parameters and ohmic resistances of the arma-
ture winding of the tested SM were validated by comparing 
them with the results of prototype tests conducted in 

accordance with GOST 11828-86 at a laboratory of Zapor-
izhzhia Polytechnic National University, Ukraine (Fig. 6). 

Electromagnetic parameters of the armature winding were 
measured using OWON XDS3202E oscilloscope. According 
to the results of numerical modeling and actual measurements 
of the experimental sample, error in ohmic resistance of the 
armature phase windings was 0.00694�%.Rδ =  Relative val-
ues of current errors for numerical modeling shown in Table 2 
were found from the following expression [22]:

100 %,t s

t

I I
I

I

 −
δ = ⋅ 

 
 (10)

where It, Is are the values of currents according to the test 
data and numerical modeling, respectively.

Measurements were carried out both for turning on indi-
vidual phases of the armature winding, A-B, A-C, B-C phase 
groups and a three-phase turning on.

The proposed approach to determination of self- and mu-
tual inductances between phases of the SM armature wind-
ing ensures reliability and accuracy of the data obtained 
in 3D modeling of magnetic fields. This approach is based 
on decomposition of electromagnetic processes through 
combinations of turning in phase windings of the armature 
to the network using a combination of electrical circuits of 
phase windings and geometric 3D region of the active part 
of the SM armature. To ensure adequacy of the widely used 
well-known three- and two-phase EM models based on the 
systems of differential equations of the first order [6, 10], the 
calculated inductive parameters of their windings should be 
refined using correction coefficients kL (Table 2).

Table	2

Current	errors	in	the	results	of	numerical	modeling	with	the	
data	of	physical	SM	tests	

Variants of turning on the arma-
ture phase winding

Current errors δI, %

at μ=1 at μ=В(Н)

Suppling on А-В-С phase group 103.09÷106.32 2.68÷2.91

Suppling on А-В phase group 98.12÷98.3 2.14÷2.32

Suppling on А-С phase group 98.2÷98.41 2.19÷2.29

Suppling on В-С phase group 98.15÷98.36 2.26÷2.84

Individual turning on А, В, С 
phases

112.6÷113.83 2.9÷3.36

Correction coefficients obtained in field modeling can 
be applied to inductive parameters of the armature winding 

 
а b

Fig.	 6.	 General	 view	 of	 prototype	 anchor	 assembly	 of	 a	
synchronous	machine:	a	–	front	view;	b	–	rear	view
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of the tested SM and the armature winding of EM of other 
series with similar designs. For other designs and parameters 
of windings and the core of EM armature, coefficients kL 
should be determined according to the proposed approach. 
In the future, the approach proposed in this paper will be 
extended to determination of self- and mutual inductances of 
the rotor winding as well as the main inductances between 
phases of the armature windings and the SM rotor.

The results of this work can be applied to the problems 
of optimal design and calculation of EM parameters and in 
determining optimal magnetic compatibility of EM with 
elements of the electrotechnical complex and power systems. 
This will improve energy efficiency indicators of these ele-
ments depending on features of their operation.

7. Conclusions

1. It was established that mathematical description of the 
3D circuit-field model of magnetic field of the active part of 
the EM armature with multicomponent elements of its struc-
ture reflect features of electromagnetic energy conversion. 
Reliability and accuracy of the results obtained in numerical 
modeling as well as the results of calculation of inductive 
parameters of the SM armature winding were substantiated 
by validating the calculation data of numerical modeling 
and the results of physical tests on a prototype EM. When 
taking into account magnetic properties of materials of the 
active part of the SM armature, relative current error did not 
exceed 2.68–2.91 % and when magnetic properties were not 
taken into account, the error was 103.09–106.32 %.

2. The phenomena of self- and mutual induction in 
phases of the armature winding, formation of components 
of induced currents in the phase under the action of phase 
currents in neighboring phases as well as their magnetiz-
ing and demagnetizing properties were considered. It was 
established that currents with a leading phase possess 
magnetizing property in a three-phase system of currents of 
the EM armature winding with respect to the phase under 
consideration. In this case, an induced current is formed in 
this phase. It is purely reactive and has an inductive char-
acter. Currents with a lagging phase have demagnetizing 
property. In this case, an induced current is formed which 

is purely reactive and has a capacitive character. In the case 
when magnetic properties of materials are not taken into ac-
count (μ=1), their modular values are respectively 0.1–0.15 of 
the current module of a separately turned in phase. The slight 
predominance of the capacitive component of the induced cur-
rent module is due to the fact that concentration of magnetic 
field decreases in the region of frontal parts of the winding. 
At the same time, value of the magnetic potential vector and 
the magnetic field energy make up no more than 12 % of their 
values in the central region of the active part of the armature 
which is a consequence of action of end effects from frontal 
parts of the phase windings of the SM armature. When taking 
into account magnetic properties of materials (μ=B(H)), their 
module values get 2 times higher which brings about a signif-
icant non-symmetry in terms of the modulus of inductance- 
and capacitance-induced currents in the phase. These laws of 
electromagnetic processes are also valid for other phases.

3. It has been found that self-dissipation inductances 
of the SM armature phase windings without taking into 
account magnetic properties of materials (μ=1) were equal 
by their values (LAA=LBB=LСС) and mutual inductances 
МAB=МВА=МАС=МСА=МВС=МСВ were equal to 1/2 LAA. Dis-
crepancy in mutual inductances between winding phases was 
δМ |(μ=1)≤0.4 %. When magnetic properties of the active part 
of the SM armature are taken into account, only equality of 
self- inductances of dissipation of phase windings is preserved. 
They were 3.5 times higher than self- values at μ=1. Under ac-
tion of magnetizing and demagnetizing effects from currents 
of neighboring phases, symmetry of the mutual inductance 
system МAB≠МВА; МАС≠МСА; МВС≠МСВ is broken. Despite 
this, symmetry of the complete inductances of the phases of 
the SM armature winding is preserved. The discrepancy error 
in terms of symmetry of total inductances of the armature 
winding phases was δL|(μ=B(H))=0.224÷0.817 %. For accurate 
determination of inductive parameters of the SM armature 
winding by a classical method, correction coefficients for 
values of dissipative inductances and mutual inductances of 
the armature phase windings were determined taking into ac-
count magnetic properties of materials of the active part of the 
SM armature. This will make it possible to minimize current 
errors and ensure adequacy of widely used well-known three- 
and two-phase EM models based on the systems of differential 
equations of the first order.
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